SPECIFICATIONS 2018 YZ65
Engine
Bore x Stroke
Compression Ratio

65cc liquid-cooled 2-stroke;
reed-valve inducted
43.5mm x 43.6mm
8.1~9.6:1

Fuel Delivery

Keihin carburettor

Transmission

6-speed; multiplate
wet clutch

Front Suspension

36mm KYB telescopic fork,
adjustable compression and
rebound damping; 215mm travel

Rear Suspension

Single shock, adjustable
compression and rebound
damping; 269mm travel

Brakes / Front

198mm hydraulic disc

Brakes / Rear

190mm hydraulic disc

Tyres / Front

60/100-14 Maxxis® Maxxcross SI®

Tyres / Rear

80/100-12 Maxxis® Maxxcross SI®

LxWxH

1613mm x 762mm 1003mm

Seat Height

749mm

Wheelbase

1143mm
267mm

Rake (Caster Angle)
Trail
Wet Weight
Fuel Capacity

26.4°
63.5mm
60.8kg
(with full fuel and fluids)
3.4 litre
Specifications may change without notice.

ENTER THE
VICTORYZONE

Yamaha’s engineers have
over 40 years of technical
knowledge - knowledge that
has placed countless riders in
the VictorYZone.
Those skills have been hard at
work developing the first step
on the bLU cRU ladder - the all
new YZ65.

YZ65 DOWNRIGHT DIRTY

High tensile steel chassis is based on proven YZ85 winner
and has removable lightweight aluminium subframe

It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that zing. Trademark YPVS
engine has reed valve power tuned for top step performance

Trust Yamaha to get the mix
of performance and easy-ride
characteristics just right. And
trust our engineers to offer that
mix with unparalleled durability
and reliability.
Fitted with Yamaha’s YPVS
system, this feisty two-stroke
has heaps of easy-to-use
torque. And handling is
predictable and assured thanks
to tried and tested chassis
design and industry leading
KYB suspension.
YZ65 offers all the fun,
performance and dependability
of Yamaha’s bigger YZs. It’s the
first step on a long journey a journey that will keep young
guns with the bLU cRU and
firmly within the VictorYZone.

Multi-adjustable bar clamps mean the
cockpit can expand as young guns grow

Industry leading KYB 36mm forks offer compression
and rebound damping for light and stable handling
Rear shock is adjustable for
compression and rebound damping

Aluminium swingarm is tuned for rigidity
so has just the right amount of flex

Grippy Maxxis tyres run on
12in rear and 14in front wheels

Close ratio six speed box makes
it easy to dial in the power

